vol. 43 (1957) [2] and expressed doubt as to the necessity of one of his hypotheses, namely core S(x) t^A.
His result suggested the following theorem, which tells us when a character on a subsemigroup of a commutative semigroup G can be extended to a character on G. Because of its technical nature we will not state Comfort's theorem but we will state as a corollary to our theorem a result which implies his theorem directly (with the hypothesis core S(x) ^A dropped).
A bounded complex-valued function (ona semigroup G is called a semicharacter of G if ^(x^O for some xCG and t(xy)=\p(x)\p(y) for all x, y CG. A character \p is a semicharacter for which |^(x)| =1 for all xCG. We note that it follows from the theorem in [3] that any character can be extended to a semicharacter. Proof. The necessity of (*) is clear. For the sufficiency, we may suppose that G has a unit. By Zorn's lemma, it suffices to choose an x0CG -S and extend if/ to a character i/'o on So= {sxj: sCS, k'èO} that satisfies (*) on So. Three cases must be considered. We omit the details which are similar to those in [3 ] but we note that in each case the crucial matters to be checked are that \po is well-defined and that \po satisfies (*) on 50. In Cases 2 and 3, the denials of the previous cases are essential. Case 1. Suppose there exist ao, boCS, xoCG -S, and yoCG such that öoXoyo = öoyo. Then extend \p to \po such that ^o(xo) =\p(b0)/i'(a<¡).
Case 2. Suppose Case 1 does not apply but that for some XoCG -S and some &ià2, we have xJ^GS. Then let k<, be the least positive integer such that xJ°£S and extend \p to i/'o such that ^o(xo) is any &oth root of ^(xq0). Proof. Let xo be x restricted to S(x) and extend to a character i/'o on A using the preceding theorem. Then define ^(x) =\po(x) for xCA and ^(x) =0 for xCG -A. 
